Technical Committee 188 – Working Group 10, Electrical Equipment

1. Both documents have been published but received technical comments for both standards. The WG reviewed the comments and determined to correct the standards through a corrigendum. All other comments will be addressed during the next review period.

2. A New Work Item Proposal will be created by the convener combining the two standards into one (like E-11), and then will be sent out to the WG for comment. The first review will be edit only and all subsequent reviews will be full technical reviews.

ISO 13297, Electrical Systems, AC installations

1. The UK submitted drawings of twelve electrical systems that were recommended for use in the standard. Germany submitted another set of replacement drawings. Both were submitted as alternatives to the ABYC-submitted drawings currently used in the standard. The WG determined that the UK drawings will be submitted as a corrigendum, and the German drawings will be held for the next periodic review. Both sets will have to be modified to follow ISO protocol.

2. The WG asked that the standard address engine conductors in the next review.

3. Next Actions: Draft of combined standards due as a WD in early October with a review of the NWI at METS.

ISO 10133, Electrical Systems, Extra low voltage DC

1. Next Actions: Draft of combined standards due as a WD in early October with a review of the NWI at METS.
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